“Echo Valley warms the heart with songs of hearth and home, faith and family! A family band from Pennsylvania in the best bluegrass tradition! Thy are not
to be missed!”
-Bruce Mountjoy
WYEP Radio Station 91.3 Pittsburgh - Bluegrass Jam Session
“Echo Valley is an energetic and refreshing band, woven with sibling talent and harmonies. Their musical connection allows for an original sound and
charming performances. A must for your ears and eyes!”
-Amy George, Bluegrass Relief Fund
"Not only is Echo Valley the most talented, creative, and disciplined young group I've had the privilege to record, but their integrity and devout faith gives
them that extra sparkle which shines through their music and touches one's heart and inspires the soul".
-Wes Homner, Rosewood Studios
“The Echo Valley band has provided numerous heart-warming and crowd-pleasing performances at Oil City’s Oil Country Bluegrass Festival and at the
community’s National Transit Building. Their performances have often resulted in standing ovations as audience members are taken by their obvious
affection for each other as a family band as well as by their outstanding musical talents. Echo Valley consistently incorporates into their inspiring
performances stories of family fun and special memories, while honoring their commitment to glorifying the Lord as they play a wide variety of gospel,
bluegrass and other beautiful old-timey songs.”
-Ron Shoup, a founder and organizer of Oil City’s annual Oil Country Bluegrass Festival
“This six member family band from Pennsylvania is a very talented bunch of youngsters. As a group, they’re a solid unit. As
individuals, they play beyond their years. With their youthful vocals and excellent musicianship, this young band should have a bright
future ahead.”
-Bluegrass Unlimited
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Echo Valley's show is one you don't want to miss! Their lively, animated performance will leave you tapping your feet
and smiling for a week. With their bright retro apparel and energetic stage presence, these five sisters and one brother
impress with their tight sibling harmonies and multi-instrument talents. They have been entertaining people of all
ages since 2009 with their variety of Bluegrass, Gospel, Retro and Grassicana styles.
Echo Valley plays 60+ dates a year. A few of their notable appearances have been: Dollywood Theme Park's
Barbeque and Bluegrass Festival, Canfield Fair, Remmington Ryde, Mickey's Mountain, and Mansfield Jamfest.
This farm-raised, western Pennsylvania band has released 3 albums – Echo Valley (2016), Rise and Shine (2018),
Christmas With Echo Valley (2018) and are working on a new project produced by Donna Ulisse, to be released in
2021.
Contact for Echo Valley: echovalleybluegrass.com ~ echovalleybluegrass@gmail.com ~ 724-714-9625

